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We provide a common Content Management and Enterprise Search  Platform for
Managers, Lawyers, Secretary, Clients and other parties.  
 
AI and Natural Language Processing techniques make a lot of things fully automatic.
Like enhanced metadata extraction, automatic map creation, automated document
classification and many more.  
 
Our solution directly uses unstructured documents so does not need any additional
data entry.  
 
By using anonymization feature, it is possible to share any sensitive document.  
 



BASIC BENEFITS

All content can be accessed
from a single point

AI and NLP makes reading,
analyzing a lot faster and
easier. 

team work on documents is
much easier now. 



Legislation

Cases Private Library

News sites and  
Social media

 
Mobile activities like

inspections.  
 
 

Individual or
corporate e-mail

accounts

Single Point Access to All
Information



Our semantic search
technology makes searching a
pleasure. Use any keyword, a
paragraph, date ranges, images or
even location-based criteria.   
 
Finding similar or copy documents
and versioning is standard.  

How to search?



Reads Documents before You

extracts dates, people names, cities,
countries, the language of the document
and many more. Creates a calendar from
the dates.  

Creates relation graph between
documents, peoples, and dates. 

No matter how a date is written in a document you search it same way. "December 1,2016"
or "01.12.2016" returns same result. You can also use date ranges like "April-July 2016" , or
"5-12 April 2016". 



Searching Legislation is
much easier

Use any local or open
source legislation

content for search. Take
notes on any point for

your colleagues.  
 



Empower Teamwork 

Manage
documents,   
e-mails and other
content together

watch for new
content instead of
asking

Take notes for
your team
members.

Assign a task or
notify a specific 
team member

Share your
findings

Create common
calendars.



Any sensitive information, names,
dates, places and other defined,
can be erased before share 

Anonymization



Provides a more secure
environment for digital
data management. 
 
 
 

Researches show that any white Collar worker spends

40% of his/her time for searching something.  

We give that time back to you.  

Solves information
retrievaşl problem. 

Make a reading easier
by extracting critical
information before. 

Provides an efficient
and usable
collaboration
platform.
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